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ABSTRACT

Paper deals with measurements of asymmetric reactivity insertion into the reactor core
that were carried out during physical startup tests of Mochovce Unit 1 in June 1998. Control
rods, worth measurements with one and two rods stucked in upper limit and worth
measurement of one control rod from group 6 "ejected" from the reactor core are discussed.
During the experiments neutron flux was measured by four ionisation chambers (three of
them were placed symmetricaly around the reactor core). Results of measurements and
influence of asymmetric reactivity influence on ionisation chambers response are presented in
the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

Experiments described in the paper were carried out during the physical startup tests
of Mochovce Unit 1 in the beginning of the first fuel cycle in June 1998. Reactivity was
measured by the standard reactimeter AKR-02R ionisation chambers placed symmetricaly
around the reactor core (chambers No.2,10,18) and one chamber of the reactimeter DRN501
(chamber No.8). During operation only control rod from group 6 can be possibly ejected. Due
to this fact one rod from the sixth group close to the chamber No. 8 was selected for "ejected"
rod worth measurement. Control rods stucked in upper limit during the rods drop experiments
were selected from the most powerful control rods from groups No.3 and 4. Analogously the
rods close to the chamber No. 8 were chosen. Coordinates of ionisation chambers, ejected rod
and rods stucked in upper limit are shown in Fig. 1.

2. EJECTED ROD WORTH MEASUREMENT

During the experiment the reactor coolant temperature was stable at 260 °C. Initial
position of all 6th group rods before the test was 67 cm. At first the rod 12-55 was withdrowen
by It) -15 cm steps from the reactor core to 250 cm and then by steps reinserted back into the
reactor core until the initial position 67 cm was reached. Reactivity changes were
compensated by boron acid concentration increase (during the withdrowing of the rod) and
decrease (during the inserting the rod). Reactivity was measured by three ionisation chambers
of standard reactimeter AKR-02R and one chamber of reactimeter DRN501 during the
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experiment. Inserting and withdrawing of rod 12-55 caused asymmetric reactivity ir
Neutron flux density layout was not symmetric around the reactor core axis and io
chamber response depended on the distance between the detector and the measured roc
Trie measurement was evaluated in three ways using reactivities obtained from c
detectors:

1. the average reactivity of AKR-02R chambers (chambers No.2, 10 and 18),
2. the reactivity of reactimeter DRN501 (chamber No.8),
3. the reactivity of one AKR-02R channel (chamber No.18),

The comparison of experimental and theoretical values of rod 12-55 total
measured in the range of positions 67-250 cm is shown in Tab.l. Theoretical valu<
obtained by the BIPR-7 code. The results show that the experimental integral and diff
characteristics of control rod 12-55 evaluated from the average reactivity of chambei
10 and 18 (symmetricaly placed arround the reactor core) is in the best agreeme
theoretical values (Tab.l).

The integral and differential characteristics obtained by methods mentioned ab
shown in Figures 2 and 3. Data from both the increase and the decrease of bon
concentration were included in the calculation. The experimental integral and difi
characteristics of the control rod 12-55 evaluated from reactivity of chamber No. 8 (
close to the "ejected" rod) are shifted to the higher values range compared to the the
curves. The experimental characteristics obtained from the signal of chamber No.18 {
further from the "ejected" rod) were shifted down compared to the theoretical valu
worth of the "ejected" control rod 12-55 obtained in all three ways fulfilled the ace
criterion of this test (± 20 % rel.).

3. CONTROL RODS WORTH MEASUREMENTS WITH ONE AND TW(
CONTROL RODS STUCKED IN UPPER LIMIT

During the first measurement 36 control rods were dropped into the reactor cor
the control rod 15-58 was stucked in the upper limit position. Reactivity was measi
three ionisation chambers of standard reactimeter AKR-02R and chamber No.8 of reac
DRN501. After transient process died out the stucked control rod was dropped down i
reactor core. The position of the control rod stucked in upper limit is shown in Fig. 1.
of the measurement are shown in theTables 2 and 3 and in the Figures 4 and 5.

The theoretical values were obtained by BIPR-7 code. For acceptance criteria c
value evaluated from reactivity of chamber No.8 (located close to the rod stucked ii
limit) was considered. The difference between the measured and the theoretical val
-5.4 % rel. The difference between the theoretical control rods worth and the exper
one evaluated from the reactivity of chamber No. 10 was 20.9 % rel. The ionisation ch
No.2 and 18 did not recognize the control rod is stucked in upper limit and their r<
corresponded to all rods drop measurement.
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During the second experiment all control rods were dropped into the reactor core
except for two rods 15-58 and 18-55 that were stucked in upper limit till the transient process
died out. Coordinates of control rods stucked in upper limit are shown in the Fig.l. Results of
the measurement are shown in the Tables 2 and 3 and in the Figures 6 and 7.

During the measurement with two control rods stucked in upper limit the theoretical
value was compared with rods worth evaluated from the reactivity of chambers No.8 and 10
because theese chambers were located the closest to the stucked control rods. The differences
between the measured and theoretical values were 4.0 and 6.0 % rel. The chambers No.2 and
18 did not recognize the control rods stucked in upper limit and the rods worth evaluated from
theese chambers corresponded to the worth of all rods dropped.

4. CONCLUSION

From mentioned above result:
In the case of asymmetric reactivity insertion into the critical reactor core the worth of

"ejected" control rod measured by the ionisation chamber located close to the ejected rod is
higher and the worth measured by the chamber located further from the ejected rod is lower
than theoretical value obtained by the BIPR-7 code.

During the measurement of large asymmetric negative reactivity insertion should be
the reactivity of the closest chamber used for evaluation only. This was verified for BIPR-7
code.

During the control rods drop with one rod stucked in upper limit the total control rods
worth is about 40 % rel. lower than the worth of all rods drop and is about 60 % rel. lower
when two rods are stucked.

If reactivity of asymmetric insertion is measured by one ionisation chamber only, the
result depends on the distance between the detector and the reactivity insertion. The results of
the measurements are influenced by space-dependend effects of the reactor core. This has to
be considered in the experiments plannig and stating the acceptance criteria.
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Range of ,,ejected"

rod positions

[cm]

67,0-5-250,0

67,0*250,0

67,0 4-250,0

Pexper

[%]

1)

0,366 ±0,018

2)

0,422 ±0,021

3)

0,328 ± 0,016

Ptheor

[%]

0,365

0,365

0,365

Ptxjxx Ptheor , nn

Ptheor

[ % rel. ]

0,3

15,6

-10,1

Table 1 The total worth of the ejected rod 12-55 measured at the reactor coolant temperature
260,0 °C

1) the ejected rod worth evaluated from the average reactivity of AKR-02R
reactimeter,

2) the worth of ejected rod evaluated from the reactivity of chamber No.8 located
close to the ejected rod,

3) the ejected rod worth evaluated from the third AKR-02R channel (chamber No.18
located further from ejected rod).
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Number

ofrods

stucked

1

2

Chamber

8

2

10

18
8

2

10

18

Pexper

{%]

6.36 ±0.95

10.92 ±1.64

8.12 ±1.22

10.94 ±1.64

4.57+0.68

11.00 ±1.65

4.65 ±0.70

11.00 ±1.65

Piheor

[%]

6.72

4.39

Pnvct Piheor , n n

Piheor

[ % rel. ]

-5.4

-

20.9

-

4.0

-

6.0

-

Table 2 The total worth of control rods measured while one and two rods were stucked
in upper limit

Number

ofrods

stucked

1

2

Chamber

8

2

10

18
8

2

10

18

Pexper

[%]

11.13 ±1.67

10.92 ±1.64

-

10.94+1.64

11.08 ±1.66

11.00 ±1.65

-

11.00 ±1.65

Piheor

[%]

10.93

10.99

Aexper rrfieor t ^^

Plhcor

[ % rel. ]

1.8

-0.1

-

-0.1

0.8

0.1

-

0.1

Table 3 The total worth of control rods measured after the drop of the rods stucked in
upper limit.
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Q*| • 1st control rod stucked 12-58

(7) • 2nd control rod stacked 18-55

(^J - ejected rod 12-55

- 0 - - channels of AKR-02R (chambers No. 2,10,18)

-JJ- - detector of DRN501 (ionisation chamber No. 8)

Fig. 1 The reactor core. The positions of the ejected rod, the rods stucked in upper
limit and the ionisation chambers are marked
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Fig.2 The theoretical and experimental integral characteristics of
the "ejected" rod 12-55 measured during the boron add
concentration change
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Fig-3 The theoretical and experimental differential characteristics
of the "ejected" rod 12-55 measured during the boron acid
concentration change
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Fig.4 The time dependance of neutron flux density obtained during
the rods worth measurement with one control rod stucked in
the upper limit (the ionisation chamber No.8)
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Fig.5 The time dependance of reactivity obtained during the rods
worth measurement with one control rod stucked in the upper
limit (the ionisation chamber No.8)
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Fig.6 The time dependance of neutron flux density obtained during
the rods worth measurement with two rods stucked in the
upper limit (the ionisation chamber No.8)
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Fig.7 The time dependance of reactivity during the rods worth
measurement with two rods stucked in the upper limit (the
ionisation chamber No.8)
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